ELEVATE YOUR PATENT APPLICATION GAME
A GOOD GAME PLAN WILL HELP YOU CREATE WINNING PATENT APPLICATIONS.
Score with comprehensive research and trusted resources to streamline the patent application process.

PATENT APPLICATIONS FREQUENTLY MISS ON THE FIRST SHOT

85% of all USPTO patent applications have rejected claims at First Action.
37% of rejected claims cite a 102 rejection.
77% of rejected claims cite a 103 rejection and 31% of these rejections cite 4 or more pieces of prior art.
2.6 average office actions per patent applications experience.

FIRST OFFICE ACTION
Gives reasons why an examiner has approved or rejected patent claims, citing prior art to support those reasons.

102 REJECTION
The claimed invention already exists.
103 REJECTION
The claimed invention is an obvious improvement of prior inventions.

15 MONTHS
The average time between filing and First Action.

THE PATENT PROCESS TAKES A LOT OF TIME. PERIOD.

THE COST OF REJECTION: ADDITIONAL EFFORT & HIGHER COSTS

102 rejections add 9 MONTHS
$3,800 Additional legal fees

103 rejections add 13 MONTHS
$4,800 Additional legal fees

PATENT DELAYS CAN IMPACT YOUR BUSINESS STRATEGY

In the eyes of investors, IP ownership drives up value
You can only protect what you own

DEAL WITH REJECTION BEFORE AND AFTER YOU FILE

The best claims are based on full knowledge of the relevant IP landscape.
It only takes 1 piece of prior art to disprove novelty
It takes an exhaustive search to prove your invention is truly new and unique

DRIVE PATENT SUCCESS

www.cas.org

Put the CAS TEAM in the game for your next IP SEARCH.